Multiplexed quantum memories and high-dimensional entanglement can improve the performance of quantum repeaters by promoting the entanglement generation rate and the quantum communication channel capacity. Here, we experimentally generate a high-dimensional entangled state between a photon and a collective spin wave excitation stored in the multiplexed atomic quantum memory. We verify the entanglement dimension by the quantum witness and the entanglement of formation. Then we use the high-dimensional entangled state to test the violation of the Bell-type inequality. Our work provides an effective method to generate multidimensional entanglement between the flying photonic pulses and the atomic quantum interface.
Despite its importance, the verification of a highdimensional entangled state and the certification of the entanglement dimension are sophisticated tasks for the experiments. The standard method to estimate the entanglement fidelity is to reconstruct the full quantum state, for example, through quantum state tomography [39, 40] . It works well for low-dimensional entangled states [27] ; but the measurement costs increase significantly with the system dimension. Besides being time consuming, it also requires the setup to be stable during the whole measurements. Furthermore, some measurement settings may not be available for a given experimental platform [29, 31] . To overcome these difficulties, several methods are proposed and experimentally demonstrated to efficiently characterize the high-dimensional entanglement with sparse data, such as entanglement witness [24, 29, 31, 41] and compressed sensing [42, 43] .
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate an alternative and effective method to generate high-dimensional entanglement between a flying photon pulse and a spin wave stored in an atomic quantum memory based on the use of spatial multiplexing. Through excitation of a one-dimensional (1D) array of 10 atomic memory cells [44, 45] , we generate high-dimensional entanglement carried by different spatial modes of the photon and the atoms. These different modes are brought together for interference through an acoustic-optical deflector (AOD) to confirm the multi-dimensional entanglement. The highdimensional entanglement is verified through different kinds of entanglement witnesses, and we confirm that at least eight-dimensional entanglement is achieved experimentally [41] . Entanglement of formation is also measured to confirm a lower bound of 4-dimensional entanglement [29] . Finally, as an application, we demonstrate the violation of high-dimensional Bell-type inequalities using the stored entangled state [46] . HWP represents half-wave plate, QWP for quarter-wave plate, and SPD for single photon detector. The two programmable acousto-optic deflectors (AOD) (W-AOD/R-AOD or S-AOD/I-AOD), two lenses and the atomic ensemble in the middle under 4f configuration form the multiplexing/demultiplexing optical circuits. The write pulse is split into ten paths in the x direction (4 paths shown here for clarity). The entanglement between a signal photon and a spin wave excitation in the memory array is generated by the DLCZ protocol. To verify the entanglement, the spin wave is retrieved into an idler photon. The ten optical modes of the signal/idler photon are further combined in the S-AOD/I-AOD; measurements in different bases can be performed by adjusting the amplitudes and phases of the RF signals on the AODs.
The write beam is blued-detuned by ∆ = 16 MHz from resonance at the central memory cell. (c) Basis choice for AODs. the blue (green) lines are the signal (idler) modes; the pink squares represent the individual memory cells, and the red rectangles are the S-AOD/I-AOD. The AODs can be set to measure the X-basis (upper row), or the K-basis (lower row). More details can be found in Appendix B.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1 schematically. A cold 87 Rb ensemble is loaded into a 3D MOT with about 2-3 billion atoms. After a 10 ms compression and a 7 ms polarization gradient cooling (PGC) processes, the temperature of the ensemble is reduced to 25 µK. Then we further prepare the atoms to the ground state |g ≡ |5S 1/2 , F = 1 through optical pumping. The experiment starts with a 100 ns write pulse, which is 16 MHz bluedetuned to the D1 transition |g → |e ≡ |5P 1/2 , F = 2 . Upon the detection of a signal photon from spontaneous Raman scattering, we know that an atom has been scattered into the storage state |s ≡ |5S 1/2 , F = 2 , and that a spin wave has been generated in the atomic ensemble. Then it can be retrieved back into an idler photon by a 500 ns strong read pulse, resonant to the |s → |e transition. The interval time between the write and the read pulse, 7.9 µs, is the same as the Larmor period of the ensemble. In this way, we can achieve the highest retrieval efficiency of the spin wave excitation [47] . On the other hand, if there is no signal photon detected following the write pulse, a strong clean pulse identical to the read pulse will be applied to bring the atoms back to the ground state |g , and the experimental cycle will be repeated.
The multiplexing/demultiplexing optical circuits consists of the acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) and lenses under 4f configuration to address different regions of the cold 87 Rb ensemble. Each region serves as an individually addressable memory cell with low cross talk errors [44] . We use the Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ) protocol to generate the high dimensional entanglement between the signal photon and the spin wave in the memory array The sum of visibility Vx, Vy and Vz in X-space and K-space are shown respectively. Each pixel in the plot corresponds to a two-dimensional subspace spanned by X = x1 and X = x2 (K = k1 and K = k2) for both the signal and the idler photons. Every mode pair requires 12 measurement settings to obtain the visibility, and the ideal sum of visibility is 3 for each pair. [5] . In this work, we divide the weak write pulse into 10 spatial modes (4 shown in Fig. 1 (a) for clarity). Since the signal photon and the spin wave come from the same spatial mode, the entangled state can be written as:
where |i s (|i a ) refers to the signal photon (spin wave) in the mode i, and the coefficients C i can be controlled by adjusting the amplitudes and phases of RF tones in the W-AOD. Ideally we want C i = 1/ √ 10 (i = 0, 1, · · · , 9) for the maximally entangled state.
To verify the high-dimensional entanglement, we first retrieve the spin wave excitation into an idler photon by a strong read pulse. The signal modes and the idler modes are combined by the S-AOD and I-AOD respectively for different measurement bases. Two types of bases will be used: the spatial basisX = |x x| (x = 0, 1, · · · , 9), and the momentum basisK = |k k|, where |k =
III. ENTANGLEMENT WITNESS
Quantum state tomography can reconstruct the full density matrix, but it is time-consuming for highdimensional entangled states. Here, to efficiently verify the entanglement, we use the entanglement witness method [34, 41] . The entanglement witness we use here was originally designed for photons carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM). Three mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) are measured for every 2-dimensional subspace; following Ref. [34] , we call them diagonal/anti-diagonal (σ x ), left/right (σ y ), and horizontal/vertical (σ z ) bases. The visibility is defined as the correlation between the signal and the idler photons
We measure the visibility for all the two-dimensional subspaces in the X (K) space spanned by X = x 1 and X = x 2 (K = k 1 and K = k 2 ), as shown in Fig. 2 . If the system has at most d-dimensional entanglement, it can be shown that the sum of visibilities for all the mode pairs W satisfies [34] :
where D = 10 is the total number of modes. When the measured W exceeds this bound, we can conclude that the entanglement is at least (d + 1)-dimensional. Here we measure W X = 111.6 ± 0.8 for the X-space, and W K = 111.1 ± 0.8 for the K-space. Both of them are larger than f (d) = 105 for d = 7, which verifies that at least an 8-dimensional entangled state is generated. The major obstruction to reach higher visibility is the accidental coincidence counts [48, 49] . It reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and hence the visibility of all the two-dimensional subspaces. If we subtract the accidental coincidence from the data, as described in Appendix C, the calculated total visibilities are W X = 126.5 ± 1.0 and W K = 125.5 ± 0.9, which correspond to at least 10-and 9-dimensional entanglement, respectively.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT OF FORMATION
We also bound the entanglement of formation E F to verify the entangled state. The entanglement of formation gives the minimal number of maximally entangled qubit-qubit states (ebits) that is required to get one copy of the desired entangled state through local operations and classical communication (LOCC) [28, 29] . A lower bound of E F is given by [29] where B is defined as
In the above equation, ρ is the density matrix of the entangled state; j (k) indicates the mode j (k) of the signal and the idler photons; C is a set of mode pairs (j, k) and |C| denotes the number of pairs in the set.
To lower bound E F , we need to measure the j, k|ρ|j, k and j, j|ρ|k, k terms, which can be obtained in a similar way as the visibility in the entanglement witness experiment. Note that in Ref. [29] the j, j|ρ|k, k terms for |j − k| > 1 are bounded by the nearest neighbor terms, and the bounds become looser for farther away pairs; hence the bound on the entanglement of formation ceases to improve for these pairs. In comparison, here we are able to measure all these terms directly; since the entangled state we prepare has high fidelity (even though we are not able to measure the fidelity by quantum state tomography), it will be beneficial to include all the mode pairs in Eq. (8). In Fig. 3 we show the increase of the bound on the entanglement of formation as we consider more and more X or K modes. In this way, we get the tightest bound on the entanglement of formation as 1.79 ± 0.06 and 1.90 ± 0.07 for the X-space and K-space measurements respectively (after subtraction of accidental coincidence; details can be found in Appendix C). This result verifies genuine 4-dimensional entanglement.
V. BELL-TYPE INEQUALITY
Finally, we use our entangled state to study the violation of high-dimensional Bell-type inequalities. The original Bell inequality focuses on a qubit-qubit entangled state [50] . It has been generalized to higher-dimensional entangled systems with the advantage of stronger resistance to experimental noise [46, 51] . Consider a bipartite quantum system of dimension d×d. If the correlation can be described by local hidden variable theories, the Belltype parameter S d will satisfy the CGLMP inequalities [24, 46] :
Here two possible detector settings can be used for the signal and the idler photons respectively, and for each comes: S s , I i = 0, · · · , d − 1 (s, i = 0, 1 represent the measurement settings). P (I i = S s ) is the probability that the signal photon and the idler photon outcomes are the same:
Similarly
The measurement bases for the signal and the idler photons are
where k, l = 0, · · · , d − 1 and Θ 0 = 0, Θ 1 = 0.5, Φ 0 = 0.25, Φ 1 = −0.25. Figure 4 shows the measured S d as a function of the dimension d, comparing with the classical bound. The violation of the CGLMP inequality remains up to d = 6 (red line), and it can be extended to d = 10 (green line) when the accidental coincidence is subtracted. This reveals the quantum nature of the correlation between the signal photon and the idler photon (thus the spin wave excitation in the atomic ensemble).
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The measured entanglement dimension is mainly affected by two factors: the accidental coincidence of photon counting on the signal and the idler detectors (details in Appendix C), and the difference in the amplitude and phase settings on different AODs (details in Appendix B and Appendix D). There are also high order excitations and background noises, which are not the dominant errors in our experiment. To improve the visibility, the cross correlation g 2 between the signal and the idler photons can be increased by reducing the generation rate of the signal photon, so long as the coincidence is kept much higher than the background noise. In principle, a 2D array of memory cells can be used to create a higher dimensional entangled state, but there the visibility measurement will be difficult for two memory cells that are neither in the same row nor in the same column. Although the visibility can still be bounded based on the methods of Ref. [29] , it is not tight enough to give larger number of ebits or witness parameter W .
To summarize, in this work, we generate an entangled state between a signal photon and a spin wave excitation in a 1D MAQM array with 10 spatial modes. Entanglement witness and entanglement of formation are used to verify the entanglement, and we confirm at least 8-and 4-dimensional entanglement respectively using these two methods. The Bell-type inequality is studied as an application, which in turn proves the existence of entanglement in the system. Our experiment is an important step toward quantum repeaters and quantum networks using multiplexed quantum memories and high-dimensional entanglement. If each memory cell can store a photon carrying other degrees of freedom [37] , we can combine the advantages of high dimensional entangled state and multiplexed quantum memory together and expect further improvement in the performance. 5 . The g2 correlation and retrieval efficiency of the MAQM. The g2 correlation and retrieval efficiency of the MAQM is measured before the experiment. The collecting probability of a signal photon is about 0.6%. We choose one X row (specified by the purple box) to carry out the experiment. Its g2 correlation and retrieval efficiency for each memory cell are both high enough and close to each other.
array with the highest and nearly uniform retrieval efficiency and optical depth for each memory cell. The cross correlation and retrieval efficiency for the 2D array are shown in Fig. 5 and the 1D subarray used for the experiment is specified in the purple box. The frequency interval between adjacent spatial modes in the X/Y directions is 0.8 MHz on the AODs, and correspondingly the distance between the neighbor cells is 180 µm. The waists of the signal/idler and the write/read modes are 70 µm and 120 µm respectively, which guarantees a cross talk error well below 1%.
Appendix B: AOD setting and measurement bases
In the experiment, d memory cells are addressed at the same time, therefore d RF tones are input into the AODs. The nonlinearity of AODs will then produce two-tone third-order components [52] , which can be overcome by tuning the amplitude and phase of each RF tone [53, 54] . Once we have the optimized amplitude and phase settings for the d RF components, a K-space basis state is created as the superposition of d spatial modes:
Actually, the optimal phase setting is almost the same for the d-tone RF signals regardless of the interval frequency difference. The amplitude and phase settings should be optimized for different AODs to suppress the unwanted nonlinear effects and to unify the amplitude A x for each mode. After absorbing the phases into the definition of the spatial basis states, we can express this K-space basis state as
Then the other d−1 K-space basis states can be obtained by adding proper phases on each RF tone as
With this method, bases used for all the AODs can be determined for arbitrary dimension d = 1, · · · , 10. For W-AOD and R-AOD, we keep using the |0 K (d = 10) setup to generate the entangled state and to retrieve the spin wave.
Appendix C: Accidental coincidence
The accidental coincidence is one of the major sources of noise in our experiment. The recorded photon coincidence can be written as C SI = (η r P S + P S P I )N , where η r is the retrieval efficiency of the spin wave, P S (P I ) denotes the probability to detect a signal (idler) photon, and N is the total number of experiments. The second term is the random coincidence; in principle it will vanish if both P S and P I decrease simultaneously, since η r remains constant. However, at low excitation rate the photon counting will be dominated by the background noise; also the retrieval efficiency can drop when P S is low [55] .
In our experiment, the signal recording probability is maintained at P S ≈ 0.6%, and the experimental repetition rate is about 16000 s −1 . The accidental coincidence is subtracted as C SI = C SI −C S C I /N , where C S = P S N real imag FIG. 6 . Density matrix of a 2-dimensional subspace after post-selection. The density matrix is reconstructed by quantum state tomography. Here we choose a subspace spanned by |K = 0 and |K = 5 modes. The fidelity is 87.8 ± 2.1%, with a relative phase of 17
• between the two modes.
and C I = P I N are the collected signal and idler photon counts respectively. After this correction, the results for entanglement witness, entanglement of formation and Bell-type inequality can be modified correspondingly.
Appendix D: Quantum state tomography in subspace
When measuring the visibility, we find that there is a relative phase between two K-space modes. Here, we measure a two-dimensional subsystem of K-space spanned by |K = 0 and |K = 5 . Figure 6 is the reconstructed density matrix of the subspace by quantum state tomography after post-selection (renormalizing the trace to 1) [39] . The fidelity is 87.8 ± 2.1% between the measured density matrix and the ideal one |Ψ = (|0, 0 + |5, 5 )/ √ 2. A relative phase of 17
• exists owing to the basis setting difference between W-AOD and R-AOD. As is mentioned in Appendix B, to eliminate the unwanted tones in AODs due to the nonlinear effect, the amplitudes and phases of the RF signals are optimized for each AOD. The optimal amplitude and phase settings for W-AOD and R-AOD are different, which effectively causes a relative phase between two modes in the Kspace. This is another limit to obtain high entanglement dimension.
